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Sun joe dethatcher manual instructions

Device Category: OutdoorsDevice Group: Cultivators Brand: Sun Joe Model: AJ801E Any question about the device? Assembled Depth (in.) Assembled Height (in.) Assembled Width (in.) Maximum extension cable length (ft.) 100Product Depth (in.) 23.4 inProduct Height (in.) 12.4 inProduct Width (in.) 20.7 inSize of
Yard1'4 - 1/2 AcreTine length (in.) 13Wheel Diameter (in.) 0Wheel Width (in.) 0Adjustableable forward speedNoAdjustablehandle HandleNoAdjustable HandleNo Amperage (amps)12Assembly RequiredYesCommercialNoCord lockNoDrive lockNoDrive typeFront-wheel DriveFoldable handleNoLawn Mower typeSelf
driven mower forceMaximum bisdepth (in.) 0.4Maximum biswidth (in.) 14Minimum Extension Cable Rating12 gaugeNumber of tines24Power TypeElectricProduct Weight (lb.) ReconditionedNoRequired extension cord rating14 gaugeReturnable90-Day and ListingsCSA Listed,ETL ListedManufacturer Guarantee2
YearsAssembled Depth (in.) Assembled Height (in.) Assembled Width (in.) Maximum extension cable length (ft.) 100Product Depth (in.) 23.4 inProduct Height (in.) 12.4 inProduct Width (in.) 20.7 inSize of Yard1'4 - 1/2 AcreTine length (in.) 13Wheel Diameter (in.) 0Wheel width (in.) 0Adjustableable Forward
SpeedNoAdjustableable HandleNoAmperage (Amps)12Assembly RequiredYesCommercialNoCord lockNoDrive lockNoDrive typeFront-wheel DriveFoldable handleNoLawn Mower TypeSelf Driven MowerMaximum Till Depth (in.) 0.4Maximum Till Width (in.) 14Minimum extension cord rating12 gaugeNumber of
tines24Power TypeElectricProduct Weight (lb.) ReconditionedNoRequired Extension gaugeReturnable90-DayReverseNoStart TypePushTerrainFlatCertifications and ListingsCSA Listed,ETL ListedManufacturer Warranty2 years All rights reserved. Original instructions. Form No. SJ-AJ801E-880E-M12.6-INCH 12-AMP
ELECTRIC All operators must always follow these safety guidelines. Otherwise, this can result in serious bodily injury or death. When using this electric scarier + dethatcher, basic safety precautions should always be followed to reduce the risk of , electric shock and personal injury. Before using the scarier +
dethatcher, take the time to familiarize yourself with the controls, especially how to stop the machine in case of emergency. The only people who should use the scarier + dethatcher are those who have a thorough understanding of the instructions and know how to operate the machine. Children should never be given
access to the scarier + dethatcher. Keep this guide for future references and reread it at the beginning of each dethatching session.1. Keep the work area clean and well lit - overcharging, dark 2nd spare parts - Use only identical spare parts when maintaining this device. Replace or repair damaged 3rd children,
bystanders Keep pets away - All spectators, including pets, should keep a safe distance 4. Dress properly – don't wear loose clothes or jewelry as such items can get in moving parts. Wear a protective cover to contain long hair. Wearing rubber gloves and significant non-slip shoes is recommended 5. Avoid accidental
start - Do not wear the scarier + dethatcher with your nger at the counter. Make sure the switch is o before plugging in the device.6. Do not force the tool—It is better to perform more likely personal or mechanical injuries if used at the speed for which it was designed.7. Wear personal protective equipment – Wear
goggles with side protection or goggles when using this tool to ensure the necessary eye protection. Wear earmuffs to avoid hearing damage. Use a face or dust mask when the working environment is dusty.8. Disconnect the tool - Disconnect the device  + Dethatcher from the power supply when not in use before you
wait for it, when changing accessories and performing another maintenance task.9. Store idle tools indoors – When not in use, the scarier + dethatcher should be stored in a dry and high or closed place out of reach of children.10. Maintain the Scarier + dethatcher with care – Keep cutting edges sharp and clean for
optimal and safest Check the scarier + dethatcher cord regularly and if damage is found, you have it repaired by an authorized service facility. Extension cables should also be checked regularly and replaced immediately in case of damage. Keep handles dry, clean and free of oil and grease.11. Use the correct tool—Do
not use the tool for a job except for the one for which it is intended.12. Avoid hazardous environments – Do not use the scarier + dethatcher in rain, wet or wet areas. 13. Be vigilant - watch what you do. Use common sense. Do not operate the scarier + dethatcher if you are tired or under the inuence of drugs, alcohol,
or other 14. Don't overreach - Keep the right base and balance at mWARNING! Some pieces of dust and debris caused by the tool's use could contain chemicals known to the state of California to cause cancer and birth defects or other reproductive damage. Some examples of these chemicals are:• Chemicals in
fertilizers• Compounds in insecticides, herbicides and pesticides• Arsenic and chromium from chemically treated wood Your risk of exposure to these chemicals varies and depends on how often you do this type of work. To reduce your exposure, work in a well-ventilated area and with approved safety devices, such as
dust masks, specially designed for lter of microscopic particles. A Division of Snow Joe , LLC ® IMPORTANT! All operators must read these instructions before using them, always following these security policies. Otherwise, this can result in serious bodily injury or death. General Security WARNINGS! When using this
electric dethatcher, basic safety precautions should always be observed in order to ensure that the and bodily injury. Before using the Dethatcher, take the time to familiarize yourself with the controls, especially how to stop the Dethatcher in an emergency. The only people who should use the Dethatcher are those who
have a thorough understanding of the instructions and know how to operate the machine. Children should never be given access to the Dethatcher. Keep this guide for future references and reread it at the beginning of each dethatching session. 1. Avoid dangerous conditions – Do not use this machine in rainy, stormy,
humid or wet places. Do not operate the device in gaseous or potentially explosive areas. Motors in these units normally sparks, and the sparks can ignite vapours. 2. Keep children, bystanders and pets away – Keep children and spectators at a safe distance from the dethatcher during operation and during the cooling of
the machine. 3. Dress properly – always wear personal safety equipment (e.g. glasses, rubber gloves, protective shoes and dust masks) and proper clothing when using the Dethatchers. Loose clothing, long hair or jewelry can be caught in the moving parts. 4. Use the right device - This Dethatcher is for outdoor use only.
Do not use the Dethatcher for an application other than the one for which it is intended. 5. Do not force the dethatcher – It will be better to perform with less likely personal or mechanical injuries if it is used at the rate for which it is designed. 6. Do not overreach – Keep the right foundation and balance at all times. © 2016
by Snow Joe , LLC ® All rights reserved. Original instructions. 14-INCH 11-AMP ELECTRIC DETHATCHER Model AJ800E 7. Stay vigilant – always be vigilant and watch what you do. Use common sense. Do not use the Dethatcher if you are tired or under the influence of alcohol or drugs. 8. Disconnect the Dethatcher –
Disconnect the Dethatcher from the power supply when it is not in use before you wait for it, when changing accessories and performing another maintenance task. 9. Keep idle dethatcher indoors – When not in use, the Dethatcher should be stored in a dry, closed place out of reach of children. 10. Keep the Dethatcher
with care – Keep cutting edges sharp and clean for optimal and safest performance. Check the Dethatcher cable regularly, and if damage is detected, have it repaired by an authorized service facility. Extension cables should also be checked and replaced immediately in the event of damage. Keep the handles dry, clean
and free of oil and grease. 11. Double Insulation - This Dethatcher is equipped with double insulation. This means that all external metal parts are insulated from the power supply. This is achieved by introducing an insulating layer between electrical and mechanical parts. The double insulation guarantees you maximum
safety. 12. Spare Parts - During Maintenance only use identical spare parts. Replace or repair damaged cables immediately. 13. Polarized plug - Polarized device connectors reduce the risk of electric shock. This dethatcher has a polarized plug (one blade is wider than the other) and requires the use of a polarized
extension cable. There is only one way the dethatcher's plug fits into a polarized extension cable. If the connector does not fully fit into the extension cable, reverse the plug. If the plug still doesn't fit, you'll get a correct polarized extension cable. A polarized extension cable requires the use of polarized wall outlet. There
is only one way the plug fits into a polarized wall outlet. If the plug does not fully fit in the outlet outlet, reverse the plug. If the plug still does not fit, contact a qualified electrician to install the correct power outlet. Do not change the device plug, extension cable jack, or extension cable connector in any way. SAVE THESE
INSTRUCTIONS 1 Form No. SJ-AJ800E-880E-MR3 OPERATOR'S MANUAL MANUAL
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